The many superlative reviews on this outstanding attraction, say it all, with virtually
every word of these glowing articles quotable, here are a few highlights:
“A is for acrobats and astounding, amusing, audacious and accomplished, accurate and
attractive and admirable, all of which describe, though not completely, THE PEKING ACROBATS!
~ Variety
“Amazing! Zounds! The vocabulary of exclamation seeks expression as the medium of awed
and surprised reaction to the wondrous feats of THE PEKING ACROBATS! In their graceful
efforts…these brightly costumed tumblers, acrobats, cyclists, jugglers and clever clowns provide 90
minutes of family fun that infuses springtime in New York with an extra measure of joy.”
~ The New York Times
“At no time have we seen anything like THE PEKING ACROBATS! Feats of clowning, dexterity,
grace and strength rippled from the stage in a series of pleasurable waves. On was left waterlogged in
wonder!”
~ The Chicago Tribune
“The things these kids can do before breakfast…seem to push the envelope of human
possibility. If daring and dexterity turn you on, this is a show that will probably twist you around in your
seat…it’s amazing and exciting!”
~ The New York Post
"This performance with the Edmonton Symphony Orchestra featuring the internationally
acclaimed PEKING ACROBATS was nothing short of mind-blowing and unbelievably unforgettable!"
~ Press Plus 1, Canada
“…An afternoon of outstanding feats of agility, balance, coordination and showmanship by THE
PEKING ACROBATS! An entertaining and instructive survey of the Asian circus arts!”
~ The Boston Globe
“THE PEKING ACROBATS regularly passed from the seemingly impossible to the virtually
unbelievable!”
~ The Los Angeles Times
“When we decided on a Chinese-themed weekend to close our Season, we immediately wanted
to include THE PEKING ACROBATS as our special guests. The results exceeded our wildest
expectations! The performances were thrilling, the professionalism first-rate and the joy that transferred
from the stage to the audience was more than clearly evident...We look forward to having
you back at the Bowl soon - our patrons are already asking!” ~ Hollywood Bowl Orchestra
“The Peking Acrobats rate a single word: Fabulous…Extraordinary, Inspired,
Breathtaking…and…Fabulous! The acts are indescribably complex, to be believed, they must be seen.
I’d say the crowd found The Peking Acrobats, well….Fabulous!”
~ Marin News-Pointer (Berkeley, California)
"Tumblers, contortionists, jugglers…OH MY! The Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra wrapped up
its Pops series with a show of dazzling athleticism and jaw-dropping beauty Friday night, courtesy of
world-renowned PEKING ACROBATS! "
~ Winnipeg Free Press, Canada
“It was all too easy to forget the feats were real. With the flexibility and strength of gymnasts,
the grace of dancers and the showmanship of circus performers, this troupe from China wowed the
crowd! The show had all the elements of a circus, yet to call it that wouldn’t do it justice!”
~ The Edmonton Journal, Canada
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“The physical feats of THE PEKING ACROBATS seem almost…surreal, defying laws of body
mechanics and physics. It’s like watching ‘Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon’ LIVE, without camera
tricks creating special effects. All the members of this troupe are amazing athletes with grace and
charisma in addition to their razor-sharp precision…everything entertainment should be, uplifting, aweinspiring and an exploration of the full extent of human potential. When a show can fill you with the
wonder of a 10 year-old, you know you have had a good time…that’s success!”
~ The Dance Insider (New York, New York)
“The Peking Acrobats tumbled on to the Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra stage Friday night,
wowing the crowd with another jaw-dropping show of dazzling athleticism that pushes the bounds of
human physicality! Their grace and delicacy, and impeccable balance, imbued the show with noble
dignity. The crowd leapt to its feet with a rousing standing ovation, clearly in awe of the Acrobats!”
~ Winnipeg Free Press, Canada
“The gasps of amazement said it all…gymnastic displays of such awesome pyrotechnics that
they knocked the capacity audience on its ear.” ~ Anchorage Daily News
“The Greatest Show on Earth might be the registered trademark of Ringling Bros. and Barnum
& Bailey, but THE PEKING ACROBATS demonstrated that awesome entertainment isn't limited to the
Western Hemisphere...Jackie Chan could do no better…and THE PEKING ACROBATS didn't have the
luxury of a second take!”
~ The Topeka Capitol Journal
“…A seemingly inexhaustible cavalcade of acrobatic wonders! Lighting and choreography
combined to create a symmetrical mobile tableau conveying a sense of ornate delicacy and nearly
impossible control of balance!”
~ The Chico News & Review (California)
“The audience witnessed amazing feats of skill, strength, and beauty, demonstrations of such
extraordinary control of their minds and bodies, such coordination of concentration and balance that it
would not have seemed impossible for these performers to also leave the pull of gravity and to fly!”
~ The Fort Pierce Tribune (Florida)
“You needed to see it to believe it! Thursday night’s performance by THE PEKING ACROBATS
- direct from the People’s Republic of China - was awesome! A colorful introduction highlighted the
acrobats’ graceful modern-dance style and bright costumes…the strength of these agile performers
was quite stunning!”
~ The Deseret News (Salt Lake City, Utah)
“Rarely has a Pabst Theatre crowd found itself so roused as it was by this Chinese troupe,
which wrung gasps, yells, and seat-rattling applause from its fans. This show had all the wonder and
simplicity of an Oriental painting come to life!” ~ The Milwaukee Journal
“Houston Symphony + THE PEKING ACROBATS = PURE MAGIC! Cultural Brilliance and
astonishing talent…A night of astoundingly athletic physical displays somewhere between the magical
and the seemingly impossible. Allow me to use that most overworked word: AWESOME!”
~ The People’s Critic (Houston, Texas)
“THE PEKING ACROBATS dazzled…nothing short of spectacular, a potpourri of visual delight!
Pure, clean, and raw, in what was two hours of standing ovation family fun for kids of all ages! This
was ART in its purest form, against a backdrop of beautiful yet simply Asian-influenced scenery. Close
your eyes and listen to the beautiful and mellow live musicians that accompanied our athletes, and you
were miles away…just outside Peking!”
~ “Did You Weekend?” Blog www.didyouweekend.com (Schenectady, New York)
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